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Challenge Activities—Letters of the Alphabet:  
With paper or your hand, cover the pronunciation symbols for the names of the 

alphabet letters above.  Read the letters A to Z aloud. (Each person can say 
the name of a different letter.)  Then  read the letters backward (from Z to A).   

Spell some of the words from this page aloud. Can your listeners tell the words?  
EXAMPLES: a-l-p-h-a-b-e-t (alphabet).  s-y-m-b-o-l-s (symbols). p-a-g-e (page). n-a-m-e-s (names).  

Answer these questions:  How many letters are there in the English alphabet?                   
How many letters are there in the alphabet of your native language? Which letters, if any, are the 

same? Which letters are different in your native language? Which letters have different names? 

A ey
  J dZey

 jA  S Es es 

B biy bE K key
 kA  T tiy tE 

C siy sE L El el U yuw
 yU 

D diy dE M Em em V viy vE 

E iy E N En en W døbl yuw dbl y 
F Ef ef O ow

 O X Eks eks 

G dZiy jE  P piy pE Y way
 wI 

H eytS Ach Q kyuw kyU Z ziy zE 

I ay
 I R Or är    

ZYxwvut s rq po nm l k j i h g f e d c ba  

  The Letters of the English Alphabet  
The twenty-six letters of the English alphabet have names.  

The names of the letters are not the same as the sounds they make.  
In the white boxes are the letters in order.  

The black boxes show their names in IPA symbols.  
The gray boxes show American-English dictionary symbols.    

 Read aloud the names of the 26 alphabet letters three times.    
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Alphabet Letters Vs. Symbols for Sounds 
Of the twenty-six (26) letters of the English alphabet, eighteen (18) 
usually spell the same sound. Therefore, the phonetic pronunciation 

symbols for these sounds look the same as the letters.                    
These letters and phonetic sound-symbols are: 

The other eight (8) alphabet letters can each spell two or more 
different sounds. Those letters are in the white boxes below.   

In the black boxes under each letter are some IPA (International 
Phonetic Alphabet) symbols for its possible pronunciation.    

In the gray boxes are some American dictionary symbols.  

There are at least 40 different sounds in American English speech,   
but there are only 26 alphabet letters to spell the sounds in words. 

Therefore, phonetic sound-symbols are necessary to show the 
pronunciation of vocabulary items (words and phrases).  

On the next page is a “Pronunciation Key” for two kinds of phonetic 
symbols in this Beginners’ Before Speaking  with Pronunciation Principles text. 
One list is for vowel sounds. The other list is for consonant sounds.   

In the first column of each list are the pronunciation symbols                
for those sounds from the IPA. In the second column are symbols 

from some American-English dictionaries for the same  sounds.               
In the last column are examples of words with the sounds.              

The letters that spell the sounds in those  words are underlined.  

b d f g h j k l m n p r s t v w y z 

c q x a  e i o  u 
k s kw ks œ ey O E iy I Ay A O ow ø uw 

k s kw ks             
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 IPA 

Symbol 
American 
Dictionary 
Symbol 

Word 
Example 

1 b  book 
2 p  put 
3 d  do 
4 t  too 
5 g  give 
6 k  key 
7 v  vowels 
8 f  five 
9 D  those 

10 T   thing 
11 z  zero 
12 s  six 
13 Z  measure 
14 S  show 
15 dZ  Joe 
16 tS   Charlie 
17 m  make 
18 n  nine 
19 N  long 
20 r   read 
21 l   learn 
22 h  hello 
23 w  words 
24 y   you 

 

Challenge Activity—Vowel 
& Consonant Sounds: 

Answer these questions:  What’s a vowel 
sound? What’s a consonant sound? What’s the 
difference? How many sounds of each kind are 

there in American English? 

Study this Pronunciation Key.  Can you 
think of other words with  each  sound?  

Say some of those words. 



 

IPA 
Symbol 

American 
Dictionary 
Symbol 

Word 
Example 

1 œ  hand 
2 E  spell 
3 I  six 
4 A  box 
5 O  call 
6 ø  or  ´ ´ but 
7 U B look 
8 AÜ  are 
9 ‰  first 

10 ey  say 
11 iy  speech 
12 Ay  write 
13 ow  no 
14 uw  use 
15 AU  sounds 
16 Oy   voice 

 

Read aloud the 40 sounds and word examples in this Pronunciation Key.  
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from the Oxford Elementary Learner’s Dictionary of 
English (Oxford University Press, 1981) 

from the Newbury House Dictionary of American English 
(Heinle & Heinle Publishers, 1996) 

Challenge Activity, 
continued   

Answer these questions:                
Which pronunciation symbols are 
the same in all the Pronunciation 

Keys on pages 4 and 5?                  
Which symbols are different? 

Check (  ) the symbols 
that are the same.  
Circle the symbols               
that are different.  

Compare these lists 
with the Pronunciation 

Key of  the dictionary 
you use most often.     

Challenge Activity 
—Dictionary 

Pronunciation Keys:  
On this page are parts of the 

Pronunciation Keys from 
beginners’ dictionaries                       

of American English. 

Can you read aloud  
the sounds from                    

the pronunciation 
symbols?  Can you 

pronounce the 
example (key) words? 

Guide to Pronunciation Symbols 


